Both forms of translational initiation factor IF2 (alpha and beta) are required for maximal growth of Escherichia coli. Evidence for two translational initiation codons for IF2 beta.
The gene infB codes for two forms of translational initiation factor IF2; IF2 alpha (97,300 Da) and IF2 beta (79,700 Da). IF2 beta arises from an independent translational event on a GUG codon located 471 bases downstream from IF2 alpha start codon. By site-directed mutagenesis we constructed six different mutations of this GUG codon. In all cases, IF2 beta synthesis was variably affected by the mutations but not abolished. We show that the residual expression of IF2 beta results from translational initiation on an AUG codon located 21 bases downstream from the mutated GUG. Furthermore, two forms of IF2 beta have been separated by fast protein liquid chromatography and the determination of their N-terminal sequences indicated that they resulted from two internal initiation events, one occurring on the previously identified GUG start codon, the other on the AUG codon immediately downstream. We conclude that two forms of IF2 beta exist in the cell, which differ by seven aminoacid residues at their N terminus. Only by mutating both IF2 beta start codons could we construct plasmids that express only IF2 alpha. A plasmid expressing only IF2 beta was obtained by deletion of the proximal region of the infB gene. Using a strain that carries a null mutation in the chromosomal copy of infB and a functional copy of the same gene on a thermosensitive lysogenic lambda phage, we could cure the lambda phage when the plasmids expressing only one form of IF2 were supplied in trans. We found that each one of the two forms of IF2, at near physiological levels, can support growth of Escherichia coli, but that growth is retarded at 37 degrees C. This result shows that both forms of IF2 are required for maximal growth of the cell and suggests that they have acquired some specialized but not essential function.